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Our favorite coloring book company. The Skimm   From the team that brought you the #1 

Bestseller, Stress Relieving Patterns, Vol. 1.   This 100% hand-drawn adult coloring book contains

30 lovingly detailed designs featuring sharks, jellyfish, octopi and a diverse array of other ocean

animals.   All designs by Puerto Rican artists Carolina and Daniela Licalzi.   Provides hours and

hours of stress relief, mindful calm, and fun, creative expression.   Join millions of adults all around

the world who are rediscovering the simple relaxation and joy of coloring!
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Creatures from the sea fill this book, centered on each page and adorned in layers of design, with a

whimsical touch added to half of the images creating cute creatures that will bring a smile to your

face.This is a great book for grabbing those times when your mind is racing about work, the past,

the future and you just cannot get to the right now. Grab this book and color, you will feel yourself

calming immediately, stress leaving and soon you will be in the right now. After work, at lunch time

for renewal, coloring relaxes you, using the creative side of your brain helps the rest of the day go

better.This book is perfect for adults who enjoy detailed whimsical art and school aged children.1.

30 Illustrations printed one per page (the back of each page is blank) on medium, bright white

paper.2. All markers and some gel pens with leak through this paper so place a piece of paper

under the page you are coloring to prevent damage to the next illustrations.3. You will find intricately

detailed creatures from the sea, and half of them have a whimsical touch creating cute creatures for



you to color in Markers, Gel Pens, Colored pencils, even crayons for many.4. 3 of the pictures are

oriented facing toward the binding; I found these a bit odd to color.

The attractively designed patterns in this book are perfect for coloring. The width of the lines and the

symmetry and proportions of the pattern ensure a amazing outcome even by a person with average

coloring skills. If you are having trouble deciding which coloring book to buy, go with this one.

Wow this is more addictive and exciting than I thought. What a stress reliever. I got caught up with

the intricate patterns and different colors and all my worries and daily anxieties went away, Super

fun to do too! What a great thing to take on a car ride, plane or vacation.

I ordered this book after reading a couple of articles about coloring books for adults and listening to

a friend commenting about how much she was actually enjoying using these type of books. When it

arrived and I started flipping through the pages I could not help but smile. The drawings are fun and

varied. I have to say part of the attraction was choosing which one to color. After a few days I have

also realized that I appreciate the fact that there are some images that require a bit more time and

are perfect when I want to truly unwind and take a relaxing break, while there are others that are

perfect for a break between phone calls, waiting for a meeting or having a bite to eat. In both

instances I am happy that I can end up with a finished product. Very satisfying! I do recommend you

buy yourself a new set of colorful markers or gel pens.

Sometimes I'm not in the mood for a super intricate coloring page, so this book is a great find. The

various sea animals are whimsical and charming. Most of the designs are centered on the page,

and do not fill the entire page--which is perfect for a single evening project. The designs are printed

single-sided on nice quality paper. I used oil-based Fiber-Castell Polychromos pencils (see my

photo) with very nice resultsSome of the animals include: shrimp, octopus, turtle, whales, sea

urchins, shells, puffer fish, several dolphins, crab, sharks, lobster, mermaid, penguin, seal, walrus,

stingray, starfish, squid, seahorse, a school of fish, and several other more abstract creatures..

Coloring is no longer restricted to just children with princess and action hero coloring books. Thank

you guys for creating a book for us adults! The hand done art is absolutely beautiful and sitting

down and doing this favorite pastime of mine allows me to shut out the world and clear my head.

Definitely get this book!



Love, love, love this book!!! Beautiful and highly entertaining!!! I'm doing something I've always

enjoyed! coloring these beautiful illustrations makes me happy. Good things never go out of style!

I was floored by the cover on this coloring book. I am an attorney in private practice always looking

for ways to entertain my client and their children while they wait to be seen. The designs in this book

were beautiful and are just begging to be colored! I would be interested to find out if the authors

have other designs in . Did a quick search and this is the only one that seems to be available at this

time. G
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